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SPECIMEN SIGNATURE OF INSPECTORATE TEAM

This office announces the composition of SPECIMEN SIGNATURE OF SCHOOL INSPECTORATE TEAM.

DIANALYN A. PALAGANAS - SCHOOL HEAD

JEFFREY DC. HERRERA - DESIGNATED CO-SIGNATURE

CHERYL I. RODRIGUEZ - BAC CHAIRMAN

BRIAN L. BERRUICO - BAC MEMBER

MARILOU L. DADUL - BAC MEMBER

ROY V. REBOLADO - BAC MEMBER

JOEMAR E. GALAN - BAC MEMBER

KRIZELLE I. AGAPITO - PROPERTY CUSTODIAN

BOBBY B. BOBADILLA - INSPECTORATE CHAIRMAN

RALP JASON A. PAR - MEMBER

ALVIN A. TULAYAO - MEMBER

Enclosure No. 001 for specimen signature of inspectorate team for reference.

DIANALYN A. PALAGANAS PhD
Principal